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STAGE 2 

 

Module Visual Methodologies 

Course code BAPO-VM 

Credits 5 

Important Notes 

This is a Level 7 module. 

Students should have an interest in visual 

media. 

Allocation of marks 100% continuous assessment 

 

Module aims and objectives 

Visual Methodologies builds on previous theoretical and historical modules and learners gain 

further competence with key theoretical concepts relating to the analysis of contemporary 

photography. With a series of lectures, a visiting artist lecture and gallery visit, learners are 

guided to a deeper understanding of visual styles within contemporary photography and the 

theoretical framework from which they exist.  

 

This module aims to critically evaluate and articulate visual culture in terms of questioning 

power structures in society. Learners thus develop a thorough understanding of engaged 

critical photographic artistic practice within culture and are able to assess, interpret and 

investigate the significance of visual media, the act of looking in contemporary society. 

Minimum intended module learning outcomes 

 

Upon successful completion of this module learners are able to: 

(i) Develop an awareness of different visual styles and the notion of visual 

communication within contemporary photography.  

(ii) Generate discussion on the ideological assumptions needed to understand 

visual communication. 

(iii) Develop presentation techniques. 

(iv) Develop a critical understanding of the key theoretical concepts relating to 

contemporary photography.  

(v) Communicate an informed understanding of Contemporary Photography and its 

theoretical concepts in various ways.  

(vi) Engage rigorously with key theoretical concepts relating to the analysis of 

photography. 

(vii) Use images in combination with theoretical texts to critically evaluate 

contemporary photographic culture. 

(viii) Assess, interpret and investigate the significance of photography, the act of 

looking in contemporary, globalized society 

(ix) Develop and extend academic research skills using appropriate resources 
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Module content, organisation and structure 

 

The following is indicative of the topics covered in the module: 

 Modernism and The Nature of Photography 

 Postmodernism I 

 Photography and Ireland: Post-colonialism 

 Gallery visit 

 Photography and Ireland: Postmodernism and the Contemporary. 

 Visiting Artist Lecture 

 Learner Presentations 

 Landscape Photography- Sense of Place 

 Inside/Out: Photography and Reality 

 Photography is Magic: Post Truth and Materiality 

 Photography and Identity: Representing Gender, Sexuality and Race 

 Revision Class 

  


	



